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One of the most sensible multi-storey office bldgs to be 
erected in NSW is the new headquarters of Howard Silvers 
Pty Ltd, Harris St, Ultimo. In-situ columns & precast conc 
mullions of exposed natural conc, and spandril panels of 
dark-grey conc face bricks exposed inside & outside should 
weather suitably & require little maintenance; roll-up white 
enamelled aluminium blinds provide a flexible method of 
shading the windows. (Harry Seidler, arch't; Miller, Millston 
& Ferris, strut engrs; W. Kuttner & Ptnrs, meth engrs; 
Architon Construction Co Pty Ltd, bldrs). 
If After the ICI bldg's fall of glass, another of MeIb's new 
skyscrapers is having problems with its curtain wall. Four yrs 
after completion, glass on the western facade of the ANZ 
Bank bldg, cnr Queen & Lonsdale Sts, has developed stains 
which so far resist removal. Arch'ts Harry A. & Frank L. 
Norris & Assoc'ts suspect breakdown of the seal on dbl-
glazed windows has allowed moisture to penetrate between 
the panes. 
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This pavilion in Brisb's Yeronga Park is the latest in the series 
of well designed amenities blocks erected by City Ccl Works 
Dept. Two dress'g rms are linked to a kiosk & store by 
means of a covered spectator seating area. Built by 
day-labour, it has a grace & elegance usually absent in 
such municipal bldgs. (James Birrell, arch't; Cost £4,250). 
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For traffic control in King William St, Adelaide, the 
Adelaide Ccl has recommended a 6 ft wide median strip, 
with provision for lawns, flower beds & shrubs & surfaced with 
pre-cast conc slabs at pedestrian crossing places. Press 
controversy has raged between "The News", which claims a 
painted white line would be just as effective, would not get 
untidy or require maintenance, & be cheaper; and the 
"Advertiser", which suggests that a cultivated strip would 
add to the city's beauty & combine "aesthetic interest & 
the utilitarian claims of traffic". The decision now rests with 
the Road Traffic Board, newly-formed "not to take away from 
local govt bodies their general control of traffic but to see 
that we do not get hopeless confusion", to quote the SA 
Premier Sir Thomas Playford. 

Confusion similar to that encountered in develop't of 
MeIb's Western Market site is evident with respect to a 
civic square scheme, announced in May '59, on the site of 
the Queen Victoria Bldgs in Syd, NSW. The County C which 
occupies these quarters at present, seems unable to decide 
to vacate, after having spent £500,000 already on clearing 
a site for its proposed new bldg at Bathurst & George Sts 
where work has now ceased. 
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Science fiction addicts may not be startled by this drawing 
of a 9 storey £400,000 office bldg for Kalamazoo (Aust) Ltd 
now nearing completion in Blues Point Rd, Nth Syd; but 
nearly everyone else will. Its valiant attempt to break with 
the curtain well box idiom is not entirely successful. (R.V. 
Minnett & Cullis-Hill, Petersen & Powell, arch'ts; M.G. Bull, 
engr; Samson Pty Ltd, bldr). 
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A rare thing is this scheme for a Bowling & Recreation Club 
for Croydon Park NSW: a successful combination of design 
elements inspired by the late Frank Lloyd Wright. (Ian 
McKay, arch't). 
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This 4-unit block of flats on Bay Rd, New Town, a Hobart 
suburb, achieves remarkable economy by clever use of 
standardised materials & direct plann'g. Built on a re-
claimed area, its whole facade is steel framed windows 
with beaded in hard-board panels & an external pre-cast 
cont cantileved stairs to the upper level. (I. G. & L. G. 
Anderson, arch'ts; A. V. Jennings Const Co, bldrs; £11,882). 
(j The Australian Plann'g Institute's SA division in conjunc-
tion with the Technical Correspondence School of the Ed. 
Dept is conducting a correspondence course in TP for which 
it hopes more municipal & country council officers will 
apply. Al. present only 7 council officers are enrolled. 
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In many of the big business corporations in the USA the 
acquisition & display of contemporary works of art has 
become an acceptable demonstration of company benefi-
cence, prestige & high-culture association. The practice has 
spread to Aust. Art once again has wealthy patrons, & about 
time too. It is worth noting that the policy of the NCDC 
in Canberra is to devote 1% of the cost of all bldgs to 
works of art—a step in the right direction but perhaps too 
rigid a system, as some bldgs do not need "applied arts" & 
others of monumental character may need far more than 
the amount available. If money not spent on one bldg is 
transferable to another, the policy may be extremely 
successful. 

Sculpture applied externally to bldgs becomes meaningful 
only if it (a) expresses a symbolism both self-evident & 
apposite to the bldgs's function or (b) reinforces the 
architectural scheme by directing attention to (or diverting 
attention from) a specific arch'I event e.g. an entrance. 
(Robin Boyd might call this Focal-point Functional Featurism); 
but above all it must be a genuine work of art in its own 
right, however placed or misplaced. On the C'wealth 
Savings Bank, Market St, Syd (C'wealth D of W arch'ts) two 
works by sculptor Lyndon Dadswell certainly qualify as 
genuine works of art, in fact without them the CSB bldg 
itself would be unremarkable. Both sculptures are situated 
so as to direct attention to entraces which are obscured at 
street level by a screen of people & vehicles. (I & 2) The 
high relief panel (I) conveys an image of busy people doing 
obscure tasks in an atmosphere of confusion—surely this 
is not symbolic of the workings of the C'wealth Bank — or is 
it7 Dadswell's group of three standing figures (2) are well-
wrought, but who are they? Faith, Hope & Charity, a 
Holy Trinity, or a scene from the Third Man? On public 
bldgs, if symbolism is not immediately apparent, it is un-
successful. 
Dadswell's works both suffer from confused surroundings. The 
high relief panel simply replaces a snipped-off panel of 
curtain wall, and one corner barely manages to balance on 
the stone panel which bears the street number. The in-
scrutable trio is backed by a stone veneer which has a 
disturbing step along its top edge. This sculpture deserves 
more sensitive treatment. I.C.I. House, Macquarie St, 
Syd (Bates, Smart & McCutcheon, arch'ts) has gained a 
fine piece of sculpture by Tom Bass. (3) A forceful and 
dynamic work, perhaps its symbolism is a little esoteric, but 
located on a neutral ground & clear of conflicting archi-
tectural devices, the sculpture is able to establish its own 
identity & presence undisturbed. Only when architects & 
artists respect each other's demands & work in an atmosphere 
of co-operation rather than interference can works of art 
enrich our bldgs & our lives. The Grace Bros Branch Store, 
Parramatta, NSW (Bunning & Madden, Arch'ts) shows how 
NOT to apply artwork to a tile facade panel (4). This is 
nothing more than trite, meaningless decoration, with grue-
some lettering, rather a disappointment from an artist of 
the calibre of Douglas Annand. 
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STOP PRESS: Dunlop Rubber Australia Ltd, who normally 
advertise on the back page of C-S, have allowed use of this 
space for a special article on the proposed National Gallery 
& Cultural Centre for Melb. The enclosed brochure on 
AMTICO Tiles, for which Dunlop are Aust distributors, 
replaces their usual advertising in this issue. 
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Uninspired but unpretentious, the cafeteria at SA Institute 
of Tech contains seating for 240, open deck for outdoor 
eating & future expansion (of bldg, not waistlines), & 
manager's flat. Interior is simple & direct, with exposed 
portal steel frame & metal acoustic tile ceiling. Cost including 
roadworks etc. £35,000 (Walkley & Welbourn, arch'ts; 
McEntee & Williams Ltd, bldrs). 

Plans for the develop't of the Greater Campbelltown 
(NSW) area as a satellite city for 50,000 people have been 
submitted by Reid Murray Develop'ts (NSW) Pty Ltd to 
State & Local Govt authorities. Total area concerned is 
about 5,000 acres, with ultimate construction (over a period 
of 18 yrs) of 12,000 homes, 400 flats & home units, 2 
regional shopping centres & 9 neighbourhood shopping 
centres, with 700 acres reserved for factories, I50 acres for 
schools, hospitals & churches, & 300 acres for sporting 
facilities. This could be one of the few major efforts at 
stopping the population drift to the capital cities. The 
consulting arch't & town planner to the Reid Murray project 
is Mr. Harold H. Smith, A.A.S.T.C., F.R.A.I.A., F.A.B.I. 
1f E.A. Watts Pty Ltd have been awarded a contract for 
£5 m 13 storey Southern Cross Hotel on Eastern Market Site, 
Melb. Completion by Sept '62. Welton Becket & Associates, 
Los Angeles, California & Leslie M. Perrot+ & Ptnrs, Melb, 

arch'ts). 

  

  

The new National Gallery & Cultural Centre of Vic is to be 
built on the former Wirth's Park Site, St Kilda Rd, Melb. 
The Press & other journals will give the vital statistics. This 
is a critique. It attempts to evaluate the proposed bldgs of 
the NG & CC as contributions to architecture & to society, 
in this country, in this century. Above the adolescent stubble 
of skyscrapers that scatter Melb's skyline, the golden-tipped 
tower of the NG & CC will be a visual tour-de-force. 
Within its lower firs it will contain, almost incidentally, offices, 
a restaurant, cafeteria & 3 auditoria. Vaguely & incongruously 
reminiscent of certain Oriental structures, & with a clumsy 
handling of the transition from exposed structure to copper 
sheathing as the tower rises from its pedestrian plaza & 
arcade; nevertheless the bold concept overrides quibbling 
details. At one masterful stroke, Melb will have acquired 
a landmark, a civic symbol & an urban focus of distinctive 
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Mullion emphasis gives picket fence rhythm to facade of 
this office and showroom building for AVH Electrical 
Engineering (NSW) Pty Ltd, Crows Nest. (Jenkins Mac-

Lurcan, archt) 
¶ President of Vic Master Bldrs Assoc'n, Mr. K. Hooker, 
predicted a slight fall in the price of new houses over the 
next few months as bldrs reduce their profit margins. Implied 
philanthropic gesture by bldrs was repudiated by S.A. Master 
Bldrs Assoc'n president Mr. R. O'Neill who said that S.A. 
bldrs could not afford to cut profit margins in strongly 
competitive local conditions but subcontractors may be 

forced to cut +heir rates. 
"Bldrs need protection" claims Mr. F. Bancroft, Clerk of 

Works for Consolidated Zinc Bldg, Collins st, Melb, & 
suggests forming an Aust Institute of Clerks of Works 
(similar to those in U.K., N.Z. & Canada) to establish 
standard C of W qualifications. No comment. 

  



identity. The main bldg—the Art Gallery—is a 500 ft x 
200 ft rectangle surrounded by a 50 ft wide pool, with 
access at two points only, thru semi-circular arches 20 ft 
high in its 45 ft basalt walls, which at first seems a rather 
grim & neo-classic exterior. But actually the concept is quite 
romantic — a Renaissance palace (with a fan-vaulted 
reception hall) set in a medieval moat—a moat with under-
water sculpture, fountains & ripples to dapple the walls with 
reflected light & enchant the passer-by. Internally the 
rectangle is pierced by three 100 ft sq courtyards, each to 
be given a different character & to be used as outdoor 
extensions of the gallery's exhibition & theatre space. This 
promises further delight, but sketches of the Aust'n & Oriental 
courtyards indicate an apparent change of scale in treatment 
that it will surely be difficult to achieve in reality, between 

spaces of identical size. That most important function of a 
gallery—to provide good lighting for display—is assisted 
by a skylight along the roof ridge of each 50 ft wide wing, & 
by a 6 ft glass strip atop the external walls. Intermediate 
firs will be cantilevered & stop short from 5 to 12 ft from 
the major display walls, to allow natural light to penetrate 
to the grd flr. This device may work well & aid in gallery 
supervision & prevention of vandalism, but the enforced 
physical separation may be irksome to the serious student of 
painting technique, however, the storage of all material on 
accessible firs instead of the usual dungeons will benefit 
everybody. The Art School is triangular, a plan shape which 
really does seem to suit the accommodation requirements, 
reached by a bridge over the pool or from the street. Also 
on the west side of the gallery will be a two-acre park. 

Above: Reception Hall Interior 

Essentially then, the total concept of the NG & CC is simple 
& majestic, a complex of 3 basically shaped but dissimilar 
bldgs loosely related to one another & to the pedestrian 
concourse & parks that surround them. The scale is 
monumental, & in the hands of an architect less skilled than 
Mr Roy Grounds, it could be intimidating, but already in 
these early sketches his notably human & personal touch is 
evident. It is good that Melb should have a cultural centre 
& it is good that this centre should be in bldgs such as 
these. Syd with its Opera House, Melb with its Cultural 
Centre: Come on, Adelaide, Brisb, Perth & Hobart; next, 
please! 
Many architects of avant-garde persuasion will no doubt be 
disappointed by the scheme's ponderous eclecticism, its 
static solemnity, & by the lack of that kind of spatial 
freedom & inventiveness that distinguishes 20th Century 
architecture from that of the past. 
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First stage (Cost £60,000) of a scheme for Kingsgrove 
RSL Club is now completed. Main entrance (photo) shows 
vigorous & clean detailing & even the precast cont screen 
cliche is well handled. (Edwards Madigan and Torzillo, arch-Fs; 
Miller, Millston & Ferris, strut engrs; W Kutner & Ptnrs, mech 
engrs; A W Edwards Pty Ltd, bldrs) 
If W.A. resident and student members of the R.A.I.A. are 
eligible to enter an architectural competition for the design 
of 150 houses at the 1962 Empire Games Village in Perth. 
First prize £1,000; second prize £500 and prizes of £250 for 
every design selected for further use. 
If The Lord Mayor of Melbourne, Cr. Bernard Evans, noting 
the decline in population in the city proper from 101,200 in 
1949 to 88,900 at present, expressed concern that Melbourne 
would become a city of "banks, office buildings and 
insurance companies", a "doughnut" city. And the Western 
Market site the hole? Cr. Evans sensibly sees slum re-
clamation as a means of preventing the drift to the suburbs. 
Nobody, except the people who live there, seems to like 
suburbia these days. 

C-S crit. on Hotham Gardens estate brought an en-
couraging and responsible reply from the chairman M.B.A. 
Redevelopments Ltd. Vic, Mr. A.V. Jennings: "The con-
structive suggestions made will certainly be borne in mind 
by the M.B.A. when the next section of Hotham Gardens is 
proceeded with.". 
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